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THE DANCE.

THE EOOM.

The following diagram is a ground plan of the room in which

the dances are supposed to take place.

RIGHT WALL.

LEFT WALL.

A diagram, showing the initial disposition of the dancers,

will be printed with the notation of each dance, and will be

so placed that its four sides correspond with the four sides of

the room as depicted in the above plan. That is, the upper

and lower sides of the diagram will represent, respectively,

the right and left walls of the room ; its left and right sides

the top and bottom.

In Playford's time, the top of the room was often called

'* the Presence," alluding to the dais upon which the spectators

were seated. The expression " facing the Presence " means,

therefore, facing up, i.e., toward the top of the room ; while

" back to the Presence " means facing down, toward the

bottom of the room.

THE MUSIC.

The several strains of each dance-air will be marked in the

music-book and in the notation by means of capital letters,
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A, B, C, etc. When a strain is played more than once in a

Part it will be marked Al, Bl, CI, etc., on its first perform-

ance, and A2, B2, C2, A3, B3, etc., in subsequent repetitions.

It will be found that most dances in this collection are divided

into two or more Parts. John Essex quaintly but aptly

lilvened these divisions to " the several verses of songs upon

the same tune."

In non-progressive dances, the division is made merely for

the sake of clearness in description ; the Parts are intended

to follow on without pause.

When, however, a progressive movement occurs in one or

other of the figures of a Part, that Part must be repeated as

often as the dancers decree. The usual practice is to repeat

the Part until the leader has returned to his original place at

the top of the General Set.

Progressive figures will, as heretofore, be marked as such in

the notation ; while the Parts in which they occur will be

headed " Whole- Set," "Duple Minor-Set," etc., according

to the nature of the progression.

THE STEPS.

Country Dance steps always fall on the first and middle

beats of the bar, whether the time be simple or compound.

When the step itself is a compound one, that is, when it con-

sists of more than one movement, the accented movement

always falls upon the beginning of the beat.

The following abbreviations will be used in the music

diagrams : r. = right-foot ; 1. = left-foot ; h. = hop ; f.t. =
feet-together

; f| = spring.

Walking- Step.

This is the springy walking-step described in Part 1 (p. 24).

The ball of the foot should take the ground before the heel.

In the notation this step will be called :

—

w.s. (walking- step).
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Kunning-Step.

A bounding or slow running step, executed upon the ball ol

the foot, with a moderate amount of spring, and with limbs

relaxed. The arms, held loosely, should be slightly bent at

the elbows, and allowed to swing naturally, forward and

backward, in rhythm with the movements of the feet.

In the notation this step will be called :
—

r.s. (running-step).

Skipping- Step.

This is a step and hop first on one foot and then on the

other. The hop is made forward rather than up, and should

raise the body as little as possible. When the steps are long

and the motion rapid, the hop should be scarcely perceptible.

The accent is on the step, which must fall, therefore, on the

beginning of the beat. The hop falls on the last quarter, or

the last third of the beat, according as the latter is simple or

compound, thus :

—

I • •
1

9 <

1. h.l. r. h.r. 1,

OB

8 m ^ m
^
9 m

1'. h.r. 1. h.l. r,

.^ J. .^

h.l. r. h.r.

1^ 1
S

9 9 9
h.r. 1. h.l.

In the notation this step will be called :

—

sk.s. (skipping-step).

The Slip.

This, like the preceding, is a compound step. It is used in

moving sideways along the straight, or around a circle, the

dancer facing at right angles to the line of motion.

The performer stands with feet apart. If moving, say, to

the left, a low spring is made off the left foot and the weight

of the body transferred to the right foot, which aHghts close to
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the spot just vacated by the left foot. The left foot then falls

to the ground, a foot or more to the side, a spring is again

made off it, with a side thrust imparted by the right foot, and

the movements are repeated. The legs are thus alternately

opening and closing, scissor fashion.

The accent falls on the foot off which the spring is made,

that is, the right or left, according as the motion is toward

the right or left, thus :

—

1 J. ,^ J- J^l J. s- ; .^
I

1. n '• 1- n I- 1- n r- 1- n •.

.^ J- J^
1. I. n r.

OR

,^ J
1^

I. I. n 1.

6
J > J > I I > I ^

1. n 1. 1- n 1- r. n i- i. n i.

The slip is used in ring movements and whenever the

dancers are directed to move sideways, or " slip " to right or

left.

This step will be marked in the notation :

—

sl.s. (slip-step).

The Double-Hop.

This is sometimes used in ring movements, as an alternative

to the preceding step. It is a variant of the Slip, in which

the feet, instead of taking the ground one after the other,

alight together, about six inches apart. The movement is,

therefore, a series of jumps or double-hops.

The Single.

This consists of two movements. A step forward, or to the

side, is made with one foot, say, the right, and the weight of

the body supported upon it. The left foot, heel raised and

toe touching the ground, is then drawn up and the heel

placed in the hollow of the right foot (one bar).

As the left foot is dragged towards the right, the body is

raised upon the instep of the right foot, and lowered as the
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feet come together. These movements are shown in the

following diagram :

—

i J J I » § J. J. I

1. f.t. r. f.t.

The Double.

The double is three steps, forward or backward, followed

by " feet-together," thus :

—

2
1 1

6 1

I i 1

2 o J o o OH S ^. 4 • ^ • ^
1. h 1. f.t. r 1. r. f.t.

The pTump.

The dancer, standing with feet parallel and close together,

springs off both feet and alights upon both feet. The knees

must not be bent.

The Rise.

The dancer, standing as in the preceding figure, rises on

to the toes of both feet, rests there a moment, and then

lowers the heels to the ground.

THE FIGURES.

In the description of the following figures and, later on,

in the dance notations, many technical expressions will be

used. These will now be defined.

When two dancers, standing side by side, are directed to

"take hands," they are to join inside hands; that is, the

right hand of one with the left of the other, if the two face

the same way ; and right hands or left hands, if they face in

opposite directions. If they are directed to take or give

right or left hands they are to join right with right, or left

with left.
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To " cross hands " the man takes the right and left hands

of the woman with, respectively, his right and left hands,

the right hands being held above the left.

When two dancers face one another and are directed to

take "both hands," they are to join right with left, and left

with right.

To pass " by the right" is to pass right shoulder to right

shoulder ; "by the left," left shoulder to left shoulder.

When a woman's path crosses that of a man's, the man
must always allow the woman to pass first and in front of him.

When two dancers change places they should, unless other-

wise directed, pass each other by the right.

When one dancer is told to "lead" another, the two join
J

right or left hands according as the second dancer stands on I

the right or left hand of the leader.
j

To "cast off" is to turn outward and dance outside the

General Set.

To "cast up" or "cast down" is to move up or down

outside the General Set.

To "fall" hither or thither is to dance backwards; to

" lead," or " move," is to dance forwards.

To make a " half-turn "is to turn through half a circle

and face in the opposite direction. (

To make a " whole turn " means that the dancer revolves
(

on his axis through a complete circle.

The disposition of the dancers is said to be " proper " when

men and women are on their own sides; and "improper"

when the men are on the women's side and the women on the

men's.

In dances or figures in which two couples only are engaged,

the terms " contrary woman " and " contrary man " are used

to denote the woman or man other than the partner.

The terms "clockwise" and "counter-clockwise" are

self-explanatory and refer to the direction of circular

movements.
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FIGUEE 1.

TuEN Single.

The dancer moves round in a small circle, clockwise (unless

otherwise directed), taking four small walking- or running-

steps, beginning with the right foot (two bars).

When the turn is to be made counter-clockwise, the first

step is taken with the left foot.

FIGURE 2.

The Set.

This is a formal movement of courtesy, addressed by one

dancer to another or, more frequently, by two dancers to

each other, simultaneously. It consists of a single diagonally

to the right, followed by a single diagonally to the left (two

bars), thus :

—

To right. To left. To right. To left.

2 I ill I I .„ B 1 ill
2

f.t. f.t.

8

FIGURE 3.

In certain dances four instead of two bars are allotted to

the Set. This may simply be an abbreviation or misprint for

Set-and-turn-single ; or it may bear a literal interpretation,

in which case it is, perhaps, advisable to interpolate the

Honour (Fig. 12, p. 14) after each single, thus:

—

To right.

Io
r.

To right.

f.t. Honoui-
J

§ J. J. J-
Honour.

To left.

1.

To left.

f.t.

J.
f.t.

Honour.

'

Honour
J.

Whenever Set-and-honour occurs in the text, performers

may either execute it in the way just described, or substitute

Set-and-turn-single.
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FIGURE 4.

The Side.

The dancer moves forward a double (w.s. or r.s.) obliquely

to the right, makes a half-turn, counter-clockwise, and

retraces his steps, thus :

—

To right Half-turn, Back to Position.

!4 I I
I

I ill
I I

I >

r. 1. r. f.t. 1. r. 1. f.t.

To right Half-turn. Back to Position.

J. J. I J. J. I J. J- I J. J.
I

r. 1. r. f.t. 1. r. 1. f.t.

Sometimes, but very rarely, one only of the two move-

ments is performed. In that event, the expression ** side to

the right," or " side to the left," is used.

FIGURE 5.

Aem with the Right.

Two performers, usually partners, meet, link right arms,

swing round clockwise, separate, and fall back to places (r.s.)

(four bars).

FIGURE 6.

Arm with the Left.

This is the same as the preceding movement except that

the dancers link left instead of right arms, and swing round

counter-clockwise instead of clockwise.
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FIGUEE 7.

All Lead Up a Double and Fall Back a Double.

Couples stand in column formation, facing up. Each man
then leads his partner up a double and, without turning or

releasing hands, falls back a double (four bars). Dancers

should begin each movement forward and backward, with

outside feet.

FIGURE 8.

All Lead Up a Double, Change Hands and Lead Back

A Double.

All lead up a double as in the preceding figure. They
then release hands, make a half-turn, face downwards, and
lead a double back to places (four bars).

FIGURE 9.

All Move Up a Double and Fall Back a Double.

Couples face up in column formation and, without

handing, move up a double, and fall back a double to places

(four bars).

In this and the two preceding figures, the dancers may
bend or dive forward with a slight bowing movement as they

take the first two steps up. This is frequently done by

traditional dancers, especially when the running-step is used
;

and it is a very effective addition when properly executed,

i.e., without exaggeration.

FIGURE 10.

Hands-Two, Hands-Three, Hands-Four, Etc.

Two or more dancers, as directed, join hands, dance round

in a ring clockwise, facing centre, make one complete circuit,

separate, and return to places (four bars).
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If more or less than one circuit is to be made, specific

instructions to that effect will be given in the notation, e.(j.,

half-way round, once-and-a-half round, etc. In the absence

of any such directions it is to be understood that one complete

circuit is to be danced.

The performers should clasp hands firmly, lean outward,

and not dance too daintily. When the movement is followed

by a repetition in the reverse direction, the dancers, without

releasing hands, should stamp with both feet on the first beat

of the second movement.

Occasionally, this figure is performed facing outward, that

is, with backs turned toward the centre. Whenever this

occurs special instructions to that effect will be given in the

notation.

FIGURE 11.

The Turn.

Two dancers face each other, join both hands, swing round

clockwise, separate, and return to places (two bars).

When four bars of the music are allotted to the movement,

two complete circuits may be made.

In swinging, each performer should place both feet

together, clasp hands firmly, and lean outward as in the

ring movement.

FIGURE 12.

The Honour.

This, like the Set, is a formal movement of courtesy

addressed by one dancer to another, or by two dancers to

each other simultaneously.

In making the honour, the woman curtseys, and the man
bows and, if he is wearing one, raises his hat.

The old custom was for partners to honour each other at

the beginning and at the close of each dance.
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FIGURE 13.

Half-Pousette.

a

This is performed by two adjacent couples, usually the first

and second.

Each man faces his partner and takes her by both

hands. The arms must be held out straight, and very nearly

shoulder high.

Country Dance Book. Part III. B
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First man, pushing his partner before him, moves four

steps along dotted hne to a, and then falls back four steps

along the line a h c into the second couple's place, pulling his

partner after him.

Simultaneously, second man, pulling his partner after him,

falls back four steps along unbroken line to d, and then moves

forward four steps along the line r/ e f into the first couple's

place (four bars).

The above movement is called the half-pousette, and is, of

course, a progressive figure.

When the half-pousette is followed by a repetition of the

same movement, each couple describing a complete circle or

ellipse, the figure is called the whole-pousette.

FIGURE 14.

First Couple Casts Off into Second Place.

. ->-

-|T|

Xl>
}

First man turns outward to his left and casts off and down,
outside second man, into the second place ; while first woman
turns outward to her right and casts off and down into the

second place. Simultaneously, second man and second

woman slip up into the first place. This is a progressive

figure.
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FIGURE 15.

Back-to-Back.

Finish FT] Start

First man and first woman face each other and move
forward, the man along the Hne a h, the woman along the

dotted line d e. They pass by the right, move round each

other, back to back, and fall back to places, the man along

the line b c, the woman along the dotted line 6/ (four bars).

The arrow heads in the diagram show the positions of the

dancers at the end of each bar and point in the directions in

which they are facing. The arrows outside the lines show

the direction in which the dancers move.
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FIGURE 16.

Whole-Gip Facing Centre,

Finis/i

First man moves forward along line a, dances round circle

bed, keeping his face toward the centre, and falls back along

line d eto place ; while first woman dances along dotted line m,

moves round circle n o p, keeping her face toward the

centre, and falls back along dotted line/? s to place (four bars).

The arrows and arrow heads have the same significations

as in the preceding figure.
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FIGURE 17.

Whole-Gip Facing Outward,

Finish nn Start

Start \ 1 ) Finish

First man moves along line a and dances round circle bcd^

facing outward, to place; while first woman moves along

dotted line w, dances round circle n o ;?, facing outward, and

moves along dotted line p s to place (four bars).
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FIGURE 18.

Right-Hands -Across.

This is performed by four dancers, usually the first and

second couples.

First man and second woman join right hands, while

second man and first woman do the same. Holding hands,

chin high, the four dancers dance round, clockwise, to places,

all facing in the direction in which they are moving.

FIGURE 19.

Left-Hands-Across.

This is very similar to the preceding figure, the dancers

joining left instead of right hands and dancing round

counter-clockwise instead of clockwise.

It is to be understood that in both of these figures the

dancers make one complete circuit unless specific instructions

to the contrary are given.

THE HEY.

The Hey may be defined as the rhythmical interlacing in

serpentine fashion of two groups of dancers, moving in single

file and in opposite directions.

The figure assumes different forms according to the

disposition of the dancers. These varieties, however, fall

naturally into two main types according as the track

described by the dancers—disregarding the deviations made

by them in passing one another—is (1) a straight line, or (2)

the perimeter of a closed figure, circle or ellipse.

The second of these species, as the simpler of the two, will

be first explained.
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FIGUKE 20.

The Circular Hey.

In the analysis that follows the circle will, for the sake of

convenience, be used throughout to represent the track

described by the dancers in this form of the figure. In the

round dance the track will, of course, be a true circle ; while

in the square dance it will become one as soon as the

movement has begun. On the other hand, in a longways

dance, the formation will be elliptical rather than circular, but

this will not affect the validity of the following explanation.

In the circular Hey the dancers, who must be even

in number, are stationed, at equal distances, around the

circumference of a circle, facing alternately in opposite

directions, thus :
-:-

.8'

Diagram A.

Odd numbers face and move round clockwise ; even

numbers counter-clockwise. All move at the same rate and,

upon meeting, pass alternately by the right and left.

This progression is shown in the following diagram, the

dotted and unbroken lines indicating the tracks described,

respectively, by odd and even numbers. It will be seen that

in every circuit the two opposing groups of dancers, odd
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and even, thread through each other twice ; that is, there

will be eight simultaneous passings, or " changes," as we will

call them, in each complete circuit :

—

1

This movement is identical with that of the Grand Chain,

except that in the familiar Lancers' figure the performers

take hands, alternately right and left, as they pass ; whereas,

in the Country Dance Hey, " handing," as Playford called it,

is the exception rather than the rule.

In this form the Hey presents no difficulty. No mis-

conception can arise so long as (1) the initial dispositions of

the pairs, and (2) the duration of the movement, measured by

circuits or changes, are clearly defined. And instructions on

these two points will always be given in the notation. It

should be understood that, in the absence of directions to the

contrary, the dancers are to pass each other without handing.

FIGURE 21.

Progressive Circular Hey.

Sometimes the Hey is danced progressively, the dancers

beginning and ending the movement pair by pair, instead of
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simultaneously, as above described. This is effected in the

following way :
—

The first change is performed by one pair only, say Nos. 1

and 2 (see diagram A, Fig. 20) ; the second by two pairs, Nos.

1 and 3, and Nos. 2 and 8 ; the third, in like manner, by

three pairs ; and the fourth by four pairs. At the conclusion

of the fourth change Nos. 1 and 2 will be face to face, each

having traversed half a circuit ; and all the dancers will be

actively engaged, thus :

—

Diagram A.

The movement now proceeds in the usual way. At the

end of every complete circuit the position will be as follows :

—

1
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Diagram B.

The figure is concluded in the following manner :

—

Nos. 1 and 2, upon reaching their original places (see

diagram B), stop and remain neutral for the rest of the

movement. The others continue dancing until they reach

their proper places when they, in like manner, stop and

become neutral. This they will do pair by pair in the

following order, Nos. 3 and 8, 4 and 7, 5 and 6. The

initial and final movements thus occupy the same time,

i.e., four changes.

Whenever the progressive Hey occurs (1) the initial pair

will be named ; and (2) the duration of the movement,

measured by changes or circuits, will be given in the notation.

FIGURE 22.

The Straight Hey.

The dancers stand in a straight line at equi-distant stations,

alternately facing up and down, thus :

—

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Top -)

—

(: >—

<

)—

<

>—^ Bottom

Diagram A.

Odd numbers face down ; even numbers up. As in the

circular Hey the dancers move at an even rate, and pass each

other alternately by the right and left. The movement is

shown in diagram B, the dotted and unbroken lines indicating,

respectively, the upward and downward tracks described by
the dancers :

—

Diagram B.
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From this diagram it will be seen that the movements of

individual dancers are the same as those of the couples in a

progressive Country Dance (duple minor-set), with this

difference —that the neutrals, instead of remaining passive,

reverse their directions by moving round a loop.

In the first change, all the dancers will be actively engaged

in meeting and passing each other ; and there will be no

neutrals. But in the second change, there will be two

neutrals, Nos. 2 and 7, who will move, respectively, round

the loops a b and c d. At the beginning of the third change,

Nos. 2 and 7 re-enter the track and all the dancers pass, in

pairs, as in the first change. By means of the terminal loops

the track is converted into an endless path and, in this way,

the continuous and characteristic rhythmic movement of the

Hey is preserved.

When, therefore, the number of dancers is even, as in the

above example, there will be in alternate rounds (1) no

neutrals, and (2) two neutrals, one at each end.

The distribution, however, will be somewhat different when

the number of dancers is uneven, as the following diagram

will show :
—

\ Bottom

Diagram C.

Odd numbers face down ; even numbers up. No. 5, having

no partner, is neutral in the first change. In the second

change, No. 2 will be neutral at the other end. In every

change, therefore, there will be one neutral, alternately at

the top and bottom.

When this variation is performed by three dancers only,

we have the form in w^hich the Hey occurs most frequently

in the Country Dance. For this reason it will, perhaps, be

advisable to describe this particular form in detail.
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FIGURE 23.

The Hey for Three.

Nos. 1 and 3 face down ; No. 2 up. The figure is per-

formed in six changes, thus :

—

(1.) Nos. 1 and 2 pass by the right ; while No. 3 moves

round the loop a h.

(2.) Nos. 1 and 3 pass by the left ; while No. 2 moves

round the loop c d.

(3.) Nos. 2 and 3 pass by the right ; while No. 1 moves

round the loop a b.

This completes the first half of the movement, which is

called the half-key. Nos. 1 and 8 have changed ends, while

No. 2 is in his original station.

The second half of the figure proceeds as follows :
—

(4.) Nos. 1 and 2 pass by the left ; while No. 3 moves

round the loop c d.

(5.) Nos. 1 and 3 pass by the right ; while No. 2 moves

round the loop a h.

(G.) Nos. 2 and 3 pass by the left ; while No. 1 moves

round the loop c d.

This completes the wJiole-heij, as it is called, and leaves the

dancers in their original stations.

The above is, presumably, the correct way in which this

figure should be performed. Whether or not it was so

danced in the 17th century there is, apparently, no evidence

to prove. Hogarth, however, gives a diagram in his Anahjsiii

of Beauty, which shows— though not very clearly—how the

Hey for three was danced at that period, i.e., 1753 ; while

Wilson (77/(? Analysis of Country Dancing, 1811) describes the

way in which this figure was performed in his day ; and
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there is, of course, the Hey of the present-day Morris Dance

(see Morris Book i., 70). These three forms all differ, and not

one of them is the same as that above described. The

differences are, however, comparatively unimportant ; in all

essential points they accord. Each one—to use Hogarth's

words—"is a cypher of S's, a number of serpentine lines

interlacing or intervolving each other."

For the information of those interested in the subject, a

diagram showing the way in which the Hey for three was

danced in the early years of the last century, will now be

given. Except that the tracks of the three dancers are

differentiated from one another by means of varied lines, the

diagram is an exact reproduction of that printed in Wilson's

Complete Si/stem:—

No. 1 moves along the broken line a ; No. 2 along the line

b ; and No. 3 along the dotted line c.

The Straight Hey is sometimes performed progressively.

It is unnecessary, however, to describe in detail the way in

which this is effected, because, in principle, the method is the

same as that already explained in Fig. 21. (see p. 22).

Playford, in his descriptions of the dances, makes frequent

use of the expressions " Single Hey " and " Double Hey."

It is difficult to say with certainty what he meant by these

terms, because he uses them very loosely. Apparently, they

are identical with what we have called the Straight and

Circular Hey. As, however, this interpretation is somewhat

speculative, I have, with some reluctance, substituted the

terms used in the text, which are self-explanatory and free

from ambiguity.



NOTATION.

CATCHING OF QUAILS.

Round for eight ; in three parts (4th Ed. 1670).

MOVKMENTS.

Bl 1-2

3—4

B2

&—

«

1—4
5—8

First Part.

Hands-all, eight slips clockwise, and eight slips

counter-clockwise to places.

First man moves in front of his partner, and

faces her (r.s.).

First man moves back a double into the centre,

followed by his partner (r.s.).

Second couple does the same.

Third couple does the same.

Fourth couple does the same.

All the men are now in the middle, facing

their partners.
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CATCHING OF QJJXIL^—continued.

MUSIC MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.

A 1"-4 Partners side (r.s.).

5--8 That again.

Bl 1--2 First man shakes his partner by the right hand

three times, on the first and middle beats

of the first bar, and on the first beat of the

second bar.

3--4 First man turns his partner half-way round

with his right hand, and changes p^ces

with her.

5--8 Second couple does the same.

B2 1--1 Third couple does the same.

5--8 Fourth couple does the same.

All the women are now in the middle, facing

their partners.

Third Part.

A 1—4 Partners arm with the right.

S—

8

Partners arm with the left.

Bl 1—2 First man taps his partner's right foot with his

right foot three times, on the first and

middle beats of the first bar, and on the

first beat of the second bar.

8—4 First woman moves out into her original place

(r.s.).

5—8 Second couple does the same.

B2 1-4 Third couple does the same.

5—8 Fourth couple does the same.
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IF ALL THE WORLD WERE PAPER.

Round for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

MUSIC. MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

Al 1--4 All take hands, move forward a double, and

fall back a double to places (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--8 All that again.

A3 1--I First and third men change places (r.s.).

8--4 First and third women change places (r.s.).

5--8 Circular-hey (Fig. 20, p. 21), to places, two
changes, partners facing each other (sk.s.).

A4 1--8 Second and fourth couples do the same.
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IF ALL THE WORLD WERE VkVEB.- continued.

MUSIC MOVEMENTS.

Second Part.

Al 1--4 Partners side (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--8 All that again.

A3 1--2 First and third couples move forward a double

and meet (r.s.)

8--4 First man leads third woman between second

man and second woman ; while third man
leads first woman between fourth man and

fourth woman (r.s.).

5--6 All four cast off to their respective places (sk.s).

7--8 First and third men turn their partners.

A4 1--8 Second and fourth couples do the same.

Al 1—4
5—8

A2 1—4
6—8

A3 1—2

3—4

5—8

A4 1—8

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners set and turn single.

Partners arm with the left.

Partners set and turn single.

First man and third woman change places
;

while first woman and third man do the

same (r.s.).

First and third men change places with their

partners (r.s.).

Circular-hey (Fig. 20, p. 21), handing, to

places ; two changes, each man facing the

contrary woman (sk.s.).

Second and fourth couples do the same.

Country Dance Book. Part III.
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UP TAILS ALL.

Round for as many as will ; in four parts (1st Ed., 1650).

Al 1—4

A2

5—8
1—8

MOVEMENTS.

First Part.

All take hands, move forward a double, and fall

back a double to places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that a,e:ain.

Al 1-4

5—8

Second Part.

First man and first woman lead between second

man and second woman, separate, cast off,

and meet each other in front of second

couple (r.s.).

First man and first woman clap hands, arm with

the right, pass on, and face third couple.

This movement is repeated until the first couple

has passed all the other couples. The

second couple then does the same ; then the

third, and so on.
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Music.

Al

Al 1—4
5—8

UP TAILS AhL—continued.

Movements.

Third Part.

As in Second Part.

First and second couples clap hands and right-

hands-across (sk.s.), first couple passing on

to third couple.

Movement repeated as in Second Part.

Fourth Part.

As in Second Part.

First and second couples clap hands and hands-

four, first couple passing on to third couple.

Movement repeated as in Second Part.

Parts 2, 3 and 4 mai/ be done prof/ressively hij

all the couplefi in the usual ivatj (duple minor-set),

the first couple x place beinif treated as the top

place of a louf/a-ai/s dance, and the last couple's

place as the bottom.
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WINIFRED'S KNOT, or OPEN THE DOOR
TO THREE.

Round for as many as will ; in three parts (2nd Ed. 1652).

Music. Movements.

First Part.

Al 1-4 Hands-all, eight slips clockwise.

5—6 All turn single.

A2 1-4 Hands-all, eight slips counter-clockwise to

places.

0—
AQ

All turn single.

Ao
(repeated

as many
times as

there are

couples)

1—4 Men move forward a double, meet, and fall

back a double to places (r.s.).
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WINIFRED'S KNOT—continued.

Music. Movements.

First Part—contd.

5—6 Each man passes outside the woman on his

left, and moves into the next man's place (r.s.).

These two movements are repeated until the

men have returned to their places.

A4
(repeated

as many
times as

thereare

couples)

1—4 Women move forward a double, meet, and

fall back a double to places (r.s.).

5—6 Each woman passes outside the man on her

right, and moves into the next woman'n

place (r.s.).

These two movements are repeated until the

women have returned to their places.

Second Part.

Al 1-4 Partners side (r.s.).

A2
A3
A4

5—6
1—6
1-6
1—6

All turn single.

All that again.

Same as in A4 (First Part).

Same as in A3 (First Part).

Al

A2

A3
A4

1—4
5—6
1—4
5—6
1—6
1—6

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

All turn single.

Partners arm with the left.

All turn single.

As in A3, First Part.

As in A4, First Part.
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CHELSEA REACH.
Square for eight; in three parts (3rd Ed., 16G5).

d (D

© [U

LiJ (D

J\
Music Movements.

Al 1—4

5-8
Bl 1—4

5-8
A2 1—2

First Part.'''

All move forward a double and fall back a

double to places (r.s.).

Partners set-and-honour (Fig. 3, p. 11).

All face outward. Partners lead out a double,

and fall back a double to places (r.s.).

Partners set-and-honour.

Second and fourth couples meet and stand back-

to-back (r.s.). Simultaneously, first man and

first woman change places, move forward and

come face to face, respectively, with fourth

man and second woman (sk.s.) ; while third

man and third woman do the same and face,

respectively, second man and fourth woman.
* See note at end of dance.
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CHELSEA REACH—co7i«mM^rf.

Music.

8—4

Bar 5

6—8

B2 1-8

Al 1—4
5—8

Bl 1—8
A2 1—2

3—4
5—8

B2 1

Movements.

Second couple, lirst woman and third man
hands-four, half-way round; while the other

four do the same.

Second and fourth men give right hands to

their partners and change places with them ;

while first man does the same with third

woman, and third man with first woman
(sk.s.).

First and fourth men turn with the left hand,

and move back to their original places

;

while second and third men, first and second

women, and third and fourth women do

the same (sk.s.).

Same movement as in A2, first and third

couples meeting in the middle.

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

Partners set-and-honour.

All that again.

Each man takes his partner by both hands and

pushes her backward into the middle (r.s,).

Partners change places (r.s.).

Partners change places. The women right-

hands-across half-wav round ; while the

men dance half-way round, counter-clock-

wise, outside them (sk.s.).

The couples are now in opposite places.

The movement continued as in A2 to places, the

women setting the men in the middle, the

men giving left hands across, and the women
dancing round, clockwise, outside them.
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CHELSEA WEkCR—continued.

Music.

Al 1—4
5—8

Bl 1—4

MOVEJIEXTS.

A2 1—4

5—8

B2 1-

Third Part.

Partners arm \yith the right.

Partners set-ancl-honour.

Partners arm with the left.

Partners set-and-honom*.

Each man, taking the woman on his left by the

left hand, leads out a double, changes

hands and leads back a double (r.s.).

Circular-hey with hands (Fig. 20, p. 21) , half-way

round, each man giving his right hand to

the woman on his left (sk.s.). Each man is

now face to face with the woman he led out.

Same as A2 to places.

PlayforcVs description of the First Part is so

obscure, that the editors ivould j^^'ohahhj have

omitted the dance altogether, had it not been

such an interesting and beautiful one. The

interpretation given above depends on the sujj-

position (paralleled only in *' Fain I Woidd "
j

that the women throughout the dance stand on the

left of their partners: this peculiaritij has not

been preserved in the text, as it makes no diference

to the form of the dance, and would merely perplex

the performers. There is a further difficulty in

that the figures do not jiroperly ft the music;

this has been obviated by omitting one of the

movements (a *' turn "J given by Playford.

Under these circumstances the editors make
no claim to have found a final solution. The

following interpretation, vMch is put forward as
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CHELSEA B,EkCB.—contimted.

Ml'sic.

1—8
1-8
1—4

5—6

7—8

1—4

Movements.

A3&B3

an alternative, does not presuppose the unusual

disposition of the dancers alluded to above, thoufjh

in other respects it is pierhaps less probable than

the version (jiven in the text.

First Part.

(Alternative Version.)

As above.

As above.

Second and fourth couples meet and stand

back-to-back. Simultaneously, first man
and first woman change places, turn off to

their right and come face to face, respec-

tively, with second woman and fourth man

;

while third man and third woman do the

same and face, respectively, fourth woman
and second man (r.s.).

Second couple, first man and third woman
hands-four, half-way round; while the

other four do the same.

Second and fourth men give right hands to

their partners and change places ; while

first man does the same with third w^oman,

and third man with first woman (r.s.).

Second couple, first man and third woman left-

hands-across ; while the other four do the

same.

Each man turns his partner twice round and

all fall into their original places.

Same movement as in A2 and B2, first and

third couples meeting in the middle.

In this version the tune must be plaijed three

times instead of twice.
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FAIN I WOULD.

Square for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1G50).

w\ ®

© |3|

m (D

a
Music.

Al 1—4

0-6

7—8

A2 1-4

Movements.

First Part.

Partners lead out a double, change hands, and

lead in to places (r.s.).

Each man takes the woman on his left by both

hands, and changes places with her.

First man and first woman, third man and

third woman, second man and fourthwoman,

and second woman and fourth man, change

places in like manner.

Each man leads out the woman on his right a

double, changes hands and leads in a double

(r.s.).
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FAIN I ^YOVliD—continued.

Music MOVEMKNTS.

First Part— contd.

5--8 Same as in Al.

Bl 1--2 First and third couples move forward and meet

(r.s.)

3--4 First couple with fourth man and second woman
take hands and fall back a double ; w^hile

the other four do likewise (r.s.).

5--8 First man and third Avoman arm with the

right and fall into the second place, third

man and first woman doing- the same and

falling into the fourth place ; while fourth

man and second woman arm on the outside

and fall into the first place, second man
and fourth woman doing the same and

falling into the third place.

All the w^omen are now on the left of the men.

B2 1--8 Same movements as in Bl, second man and

fourth woman meeting fourth man and

second woman in the middle, and all

arming with the left.

All are now in their original places.

Second Part.

Al 1--4 Partners side (r.s.).

5--8 Same as in Al, First Part.

A2 1--4 Each man sides with the w^oman on his right

(r.s.).

5--8 Same as in Al, First Part.
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FAIN I \^OVljD~continued.

Music.

Bl 1—4

5—8

B2 1—4

5—8

Movements.

Second Part— cowt^.

First man turns out to his right and, followed

by second woman, returns to his place

;

while third man, followed by fourth woman,
does the same. Simultaneously, first

woman turns out to her left and, followed

by fourth man, returns to her place ; while

third woman, followed by second man, does

the same (r.s.).

First couple with fourth man and second

woman hands-four ; while the other four

do the same.

Second man turns out to his right and, followed

by third woman, returns to his place ; while

fourth man, followed by first woman, does

the same. Simultaneously, second woman

turAs out to her left and, followed by first

man, returns to her place ; while fourth

woman, followed by third man, does the

same (r.s.).

Second couple with first man and third

woman hands-four ; while the other four

do the same.
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FAIN I V^OVliD—continued.

43

Music.

Al 1—4
5—8

A2 1—4

0-8
Bl 1—2

3—8

B2 1-8

Movements.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Same as in Al, First Part.

Each man arms with the left the woman on

his right.

Same as in Al, First Part.

First and third couples move forward and

meet (r.s.).

First and third couples hands-four, facing

outward, once round, clockwise. Simul-

taneously, second and fourth couples hands-

four round them, counter-clockwise. First

man and third woman fall into the second

]3lace, third man and first woman into the

fourth place, fourth man and second woman
into the first place, and second man and

fourth woman into the third place.

The women are now on the left of

men.

Same movement as in Bl, fourth man
second woman meeting second man
fourth woman in the middle.

All are now in their original places.

the

and

and

In this dance Playford directs that the women

shall stand on the left of their jmrtners.

For simplicity''s sake this unusual disjwsition

has not been adhered to in the text, the

alteration making no difference to the form

of the dance.
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HYDE PARK.
Square for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

2 (D

© [3j

h (D

S
Music.

Bl

1—4

5—8
1—2

3—4
5—8

Moi'EMENTS.

First Part.

First and third couples move forward a double,

meet, and fall back a double to places (w.s.).

Second and fourth couples do the same.

First man and first woman face and take both

hands ; while third man and third woman

do the same.

First and third couples slip sideways and meet.

First man and third woman, taking both hands,

slip between second man and second woman,

separate, and cast off to places ; while third

man and first woman slip between fourth

man and fourth woman, separate, and cast

off to places.
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HYDE VAmi—contiimed.

Music.

B2 1—8

1—8
1—2

3—8

B2 1—2

3—8

Movements.

First Part—contiL

Same movement as in Bl, second and fourth

couples slipping toward each other and

meetinu'.

Second Part.

Same as in First Part.

Second man and second woman change places

and, holding up right hands, make an arch

;

while fourth man and fourth woman do the

same.

First man and first woman face and pass each

other by the right. The first man, going

on the outside of the fourth couple, then

passes under the arch and returns to the

first w^oman's place ; while the first woman,

going outside the second couple, passes

under the arch and returns to the first

man's place. Simultaneously, the third

man and third woman do the same (sk.s.).

First man and first woman change places and,

holding up right hands, make an arch;

while third man and third woman do the

same.

Second man and second woman face, pass each

other by the right, and then, doing the same

as first man and first woman in Bl, return

to their proper places ; while fourth man
and fourth woman do likewise.
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HYDE VKRli—continued.

Ml MOVEMKNTS.

Third Part.

A 1—8 Same as in First Part.

Bl 1—8 Each man moves forward on the inside of his

partner, then on the outside of the next

woman, and in this way passes round,

counter-clockwise, to his place (sk.s.).

B2 1—8 Each woman moves forward on the inside of

her partner, then on the outside of the next

man, and in this way passes round, clockwise,

to her place (sk.s.).



NOTATION.

HUNSDON HOUSE.
Square for eight ; in three parts (3rd Ed. 1665).

Music.

1—2

3—4

Movements.

First Part.

First and third couples move forward a double

and meet. Simultaneously, second man
and second woman face each other and

fall back a double ; while fourth man and

fourth woman do the same (r.s.).

First man gives his right hand to third woman,
and falls back with her into the second

couple's place ; while third man gives his

right hand to first woman, and falls back

with her into the fourth couple's place.

Simultaneously, second man and fourth

woman face each other, move forward and

meet in the third couple's place, the fourth

man and second woman doing the same in

the first couple's place (r.s.).

The women are now on the left of the men.

Country Dance Book. Part III.
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HUNSDON UOU^E—contlnuecl

Music.

Bl 1—4

5—

G

7-8
B2 1—8
B3 and B4

A
Bl

1-8
1—4

B2 1—8
B3 and B4

Movements.

First Part—contd.

All that again, the second man and fourth

woman meeting the fourth man and second

woman, while the others fall back.

All are now in their original places.

First and third couples move forward a double

(r.s.), meet, and turn single.

First and third men cross and move into third

and first places (r.s.).

First and third women do the same (r.s.).

Second and fourth couples do likewise.

Same as in Bl and B2, to places.

Second Part.

As in First Part.

First and third couples move forward a double

(r.s.), meet and stand back to back.

Hands-four, facing outward, half-way round,

the first couple falling into third place,

third couple into first place.

Second and fourth couples do likewise.

Same as in Bl and B2, to places.

A 1—8
Bl 1-2

3-4
5-8

B2 1—8
B3 and B4

Third Part.

As in First Part.

First and third couples move forward a double

and meet (r.s.).

First and third men honour their partners.

Circular-hey (Fig. 20, p. 21), handing, two

changes, each man facing the contrary

woman (sk.s.).

The couples have now changed places.

Second and fourth couples do likewise.

As in Bl and B2, to places, except that the men
honour the contrary women, and partners

face for the Hey.
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ALTHEA.

For four ; in three j^arts (3rd Ed. 1665),

© m
Music. Movements.

1—4

5—8

3—4

5—

f

1-2

3-4

5—8
1—8
1—8

First Part.

The two couples lead forward a double, meet,

and fall back a double to places (r.s.).

Partners set, thus : Spring- on to right foot and

hold up left foot, repeating with reverse

feet ; then jump three times with crossed

feet.

All that again.

The two couples move forward a double and

meet (r.s.).

First man and second woman fall back a

double to places; while first woman and

second man cross over and change places

(r.s.).

Each man sets (as above) with the contrary

woman.

The two men and the two women move

forward a double and meet (r.s.).

First w^oman and second man fall back a double

to places; while first man and second

woman cross over and change places (r.s.).

Partners set (as above).

As in Bl.

As in B2 to places.
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ALTHEA

—

continued.

Al 1—4
5—8

A2 1—4
5-8

Bl 1-2

3—8

B2 1—2

3—8

Music. Movements.

Second Part.

Al 1--4 Partners side (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set (as above).

A2 1--4 Each man sides with the contrary woman (r.s.).

5--8 Each man sets (as above) with the contrary

woman.

Bl 1--4 First man casts off to his left, and, followed by

his partner, returns to his place.

5--8 First man and first woman set (as above).

B2 1--8 The second couple does the same.

Third Part.

Al 1--4 Partners arm with the right.

Partners set (as above).

Men arm contrary women with the left.

Each man sets (as above) with the contrary

Avoman.

First man and second woman move forward a

double and meet (r.s.).

First man and second woman stand back to

back, take hands, and move round clock-

wise to places ; while first woman and

second man move round them in a circle,

counter-clockwise, to places (r.s.).

Second man and first woman move forward a

double and meet (r.s.).

Second man and first woman stand back to

back, take hands and move round clockwise

to places; while second woman and first

man move round them in a circle, counter-

clockwise, to places.



NOTATION.

ARGEERS.

For four; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

© in

Music. MOVKMKNTS.

First Part.

Al 1--2 The two couples move forward a double and

meet (w.s.).

3--4 First man takes second woman by both hands,

moves two slips to his left and two slips

back again ; while second man does the

same with first woman.
5--8 Each man changes places with the contrary

woman ; whereupon partners turn once-

and-a-half round and change places.

A2 1--8 First man turns second woman once-and-a-half

round to places ; while second man does

the same with the first w^oman. Tlien each

man turns his partner.

Bl 1--2 First and second men cross over and change

places (r.s.).

3--4 First and second women do the same (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

B2 1--2 First and second women cross over and change

IDlaces (r.s.).

3--4 First and second men do the same (r.s.).

6—8 Partners set and turn single.
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ARGEEKS

—

continued.

Music.

-

Movements.

Second Pakt.

Al 1--4 First man leads second woman np a double and
falls back a double ; while second man leads

first woman down a double and falls bH,ck

a double (r.s.).

5--8 Each man turns his partner.

A2 1--4 All fall back a double and move forward a

double to places (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

Bl 1--4 Each man moves four slips to his right behind

his partner, and four slips back again to

his place ; while each woman moves four

slips to her left in front of her partner, and

four slips back again to her place.

5--8 Each man turns the contrarv woman.

B2 1--4 The two women move forward a double, meet,

and fall back a double to places (r.s.).

5--8 The two men pass each other by the right,

make a whole turn, counter-clockwise, pass

each other by the right, and return to

places (sk.s.).

Third Part.

Al 1--4 First man, taking second woman by both

hands, pushes her back, moves to his right

and falls back into his partner's place

;

while second man does the same with first

woman (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.
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Mrsic. Movements.

Third Part—contcl.

A2 1-4 Same as Al to places, moving to the left.

5 8 Partners set and turn single.

Bl 1_4 First man casts off to his left and, followed

by his partner, returns to his place ; while

second woman, followed by second man,

casts off to her right and returns to her

place (sk.s.).

6—8 First woman casts off to her right and, followed

by her partner, returns to her place ;
while

second man casts off to his left and does

the same (sk.s.).

B2 1—4 Circular-hey (Fig. 20 p. 21), half-way round,

two changes, each man facing the contrary

woman (r.s.).

5—8 Each man turns his partner ; all four face up

and, standing in line, with hands joined,

the second couple on the left, honour the

Presence.
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LADY IN THE DARK.

For four ; in three parts (3rd Ed 1665).

m (D

© m
Music M0\-EMENTS.

First Part.

Al 1--2 Couples move for^-ard a double and meet (w.s.).

3--4 All make a half-turn outward (men to their left,

women to their right) and return to places

(r.s.).

5--6 Men change places (r.s.).

7--8 Women change places (r.s.).

A2 1--8 All that again to places.

A3 1--4 The two men move forward a double, meet, fall

back two steps, move forward two steps and

meet again (r.s.).

5--8 The two men arm with the right, and then,

turning the contrary women with left hands,

return to places (r.s.).

A4 1--4 The two women move forward a double, meet,

fall back two steps, move forward two steps,

and meet again (r.s.).

5—8 The two women arm with the left and then,

turning the contrary men with right hands^

return to places (r.s.).
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Music

Al 1--4

5--8

A2 1--4

5--8

A3 1--2

8--4

6--G

7-

1

-8

A4 1--2

3--4

0--6

7--8

i

LADY IN THE DAB.K—continued.

Movements.

Second Part.

Each man sides with the contrary woman (r.s.).

Each man Set-and-honoiu- (Fig. 3, p. 11)

with the contrary woman.

Partners side (r.s.).

Partners Set-and-honour.

The two couples move forward a double and

meet (w.s.).

First man takes second woman by the right

hand and falls back a double toward the

Presence; while second man takes first

woman by the right hand, faces the

Presence and falls back a double (r.s.).

First man and second w^oman change places

with second man and first woman, the latter

couple passing under the arms of the

former (r.s.).

Same again, first man and second woman
passing under the arms of the other two

(r.s.).

Partners face, move forward a double and

meet (w.s.).

Partners, taking right hands, fall back a double,

the first couple to the left wall, the second

couple to the right wall (r.s.).

First couple passes under the arms of second

man and second woman, and changes places

with them (r.s.).

Second couple passes under the arms of first

man and first woman, and changes places

with them (r.s.).
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LADY IN THE BAUK- continued.

Music Movements.

Third Part.

Al 1--4 Each man arms the contrary woman with the

right.

5--8 Each man Set-and-honour with the contrary

woman.

A2 1--4 Partners arm with the left.

5--8 Partners Set-and-honour.

A3 1--4 Circular-hey (Fig. 20, p. 21), with hands, two

changes, each man facing the contrary

woman (r.s.).

5--8 Partners Set-and-honour.

A4 1--4 Circular-hey, with hands, two changes, to

places, each man facing his partner (r.s.).

0--8 Each man Set-and-honour with the contrary

woman.
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THE MERRY CONCEIT.

For four; in three parts (3rd Ed. 1665j.

[H (D

m
Music.

A 1—2

3—4

5—6

7—8

Bl 1-4

5—8

B2 1—4

5—8

Movements.

First Part.

The two couples move forward a double and

meet (r.s.).

All turn single, men c-lockwise, women counter-

clockwise.

Couples fall back a double to places (r.s.).

All turn single, w^omen clockwise, men counter-

clockwise.

Each man four slips to his right in front of his

partner, and four slips back to his place

behind his partner, keeping his back to her.

Each man arms the contrary woman with the

right.

Each man four slips to his right behind his

partner, and four slips back to his place in

front of his partner, keeping his face to her.

Each man arms the contrary woman with

the left.
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THE MERRY CO'^GY.IT—continued.

Music.

A 1—4

Bl 1—8

B2 1—8

Movements.

Second Part.

Each man turns his partner once round Avith

his left hand, and then, taking the contrary

woman by the right hand, changes places

with her (r.s.).

Each man, taking the contrary woman by the

left hand, changes places with her, and then

turns his partner once round with his

right hand.

First woman faces her partner, passes him by

the right, turns to her right and, followed

by her partner, walks between second man
and second woman, turns to her left round

second woman and returns to her place

Ov.s.).

Second woman faces her partner and does the

Bl

B2

1—4

5—8
1—4

b—

»

1—4

5—8

Third Part.

Each man back-to-back (Fig. 15, p. 17) with

the contrary woman (r.s.).

Each man back-to-back with his partner (r.s.).

Each man turns out to his left and, followed by

his partner, moves round three-quarters of a

circle into the contrary woman's place (sk.s.).

Partners Set-and-honour (Fig. 3, p. 11).

Each woman turns out to her left and, followed

by her partner, moves round to her own

place (sk.s.).

Each man Set-and-honour with the contrary

woman.
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ADSON'S SARABAND.

Longways for six; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m IB

® ® (D

Music. Movements

First Part.

Al 1--4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

l)laces (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--8 All that again.

Bl 1--4 Men face left wall, move forward a double,

turn round and return to places (r.s.).

5--8 Men set to their partners and turn single.

B2 1--8 Women do the same to right wall.

Second Part.

Al 1--2 Men face down and move forward a double

obliquely to their left ; while women face

up and do the same (r.s.).

3--4 Each file falls back a double, the men moving

up into the women's places, and the women
down into the men's (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--2 Men face up and move forward a double

obliquely to their left ; while women face

down and do the same (r.s.).

3--4 Same as in Al, the men moving down to places,

the women up (r.s.).

5--8 As in Al.
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ADSON'S SARABAND—^07^-7/^/^^/.

Music Movements.

Second Part—cuntd.

Bl Bai

Bai

1

o

First and second couples change places, first

couple moving down bet\veen the secon^

(sk.s.).

First and third couples change places, third

couple moving up between the iirst (sk.s.).

3--4 Second and third couples change places, second

couple moving down between the third (sk.s).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

B2 1--4 Same as in Bl to places, reversing the direction

of the movements.
5--8 Same as in Bl.

Third Part.

Al 1--4 Men face left w^all, and both files move two

doubles forward (r.s.).

5--8 Partners face, set, and turn single.

A2 1--4 First and third men face each other, move

forward a double on the outside of second

man, meet, and fall back a double ; while

first and third women do the same (r.s.).

5--8 First and third men turn each other, while

first and third women do the same.

Simultaneously, second man turns his

Bl 1--4
partner.

Partners fall back two steps and change places

B2

5-

1-

-8

-8

(r.s.)

Partners set and turn single.

First man and first woman, followed by second

and third couples, lead down the middle to

the bottom, turn to their left and lead up to

places (sk.s.).
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CONFESS.

Longways for six ; in four parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m © m
Mrsir

A 1—1

5—8
Bl 1—1

B2 1—1

0-8

Movements.

First Part,

The two files move forward a double, meet, and

fall back a double to places (r.s.).

That again.

First man, standing between second and third

women, leads them up a double, changes

hands and leads them down a double ; while

second man in like manner leads first and

fourth women down a double, changes

hands and leads them up a double (r.s.).

First man turns second man, second woman
fourth woman, and third woman first

woman.

First man leads first and third women a double

to left wall, changes hands, and leads them

a double back to places : while second man
does the same with the other women to

right wall (r.s.).

First ma,n turns second man, first woman
fourth woman, and third woman second

woman.
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CONFESS—fowimwe^.

Music.

A 1—8

Bl 1-2

8—8

B2 1—2

3—8

A
Bl

B2

1—8
1—4

1—4
5—8

Movements.

Second Part.

First man, first woman and third woman face

left wall; both files move forward two

doubles, turn round and return to places

(r.s.).

First man and second woman fall back two

steps, meet, and make an arch with right

hands.

The others hands-four round first man, passing

under the arch (r.s.).

Second man and first woman fall back two

steps, meet, and make an arch with right

hands.

The others hands-four round second man,

passing under the arch (r.s.).

Third Part.

As in Second Part, to right wall.

Second and third women lead up a double,

change hands, and lead back to places;

while first and fourth women lead down

and do the same. Simultaneously, first

man faces left wall, moves forward a double,

turns round and moves back to his place

;

w^hile second man does the same to righi

wall (r.s.).

The women hands-four, while each man turns

single twice.

Same as in Bl.

The men turn each other, while each woman
turns single twice.
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CONFESS— cowtinw^t;.

Movements.

Fourth Part.

As in First Part.

First man leads third woman down a double,

changes hands and leads her up a double

;

while second man leads second woman
down a double and does the same.

Simultaneously, first and fourth women
move up a double on the outside, turn

round and return to places, passing under

the arms of first man and third woman,

and second man and second woman,

respectively (r.s.).

First woman turns fourth woman, first man
third woman, and second man second

woman.

First man leads first woman up a double,

changes hands and leads her down a

double; while second man leads fourth

woman up a double and does the same.

Simultaneously, second and third women

move down a double on the outside, turn

round and return to places, passing under

the arms of second man and fourth woman,

and first man and first woman, respectively

(r.s.).

Second woman turns third woman, first man
first woman, and second man fourth

woman.

Country Dance Book. Part III.
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MAIDEN LANE.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m [n m
© ® (D

Music. Movements.

First Part.

A 1--1 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

]3laces (r.s.).

5--8 That again.

B 1--4 All face left wall, move forward a double, and

fall back to places (r.s.).

5--8 Men the half-hey (Fig. 23, p. 26); while

women do the same (sk.s).

C 1--4 Partners set and turn single.

;")--8 That again.

Second Part.

A 1--4 Partners side (r.s.).

5--8 That again.

B 1 -4 All fall back two small steps; partners cross

over and change places (r.s.).

;) —-8 All that again.

C 1--8 As in First Part.



NOTATION. 65

MAIDEN LiA.'NE—rontinyed.

Music.

A 1-4
6—8

B 1-2

3-4

5—6

7—8

C 1—8

Movements.

Third Part.

Partners arm ^^ith the right.

Partners arm with the left.

First man changes places with second woman

(r.s.).

First woman changes places with second man
(r.s.) ; while third man changes places with

his partner.

First man changes places with third woman
(r.s.).

First Avoman changes places wdth third man ;

while second man changes places W'ith his

partner (r.s.).

As in First Part.
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THE OLD MOLE.

Longways for six (1st Ed. ICoO).

m [H [U

© ® (D

Music.

Al 1-4

5—8

A2 1—8

A3 1—4

5—8

A4. 1-4

5—8

AS 1—4

5-8

A6 1-8

A7 1—8

A8 1-4

Movements.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

All face left wail, move forward a double and

fall back a double to places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All face right wall, move forward a double and

fall back a double to places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

First man and third woman meet and fall

back to places (r.s.).

First man and third woman change places (r.s.).

First woman and third man the same.

Second man and second woman the same.

Second and third women take hands, move
forward a double, and fall back a double to

places ; while first and second men do the

same (r.s.).
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THE OLD UOhE—continued.

Music.

5—8

A9 1-8

AlO 1--8

All 1--8

A12 1--4

5--8

A13 1--8

A14 1--8

A15 1--2

3--4

5--8

A16 1--4

Movements.

Second and third women, raising their arms,

cross over to the women's side ; while the

third man passes under their arms and

crosses to the men's side. Simultaneously,

first and second men cross over to the men's

side in like manner, the first woman passing

under their arms (r.s.).

Second and third men move forward and back

and change places with the third woman, as

in A8 ; while the first and second women do

the same (r.s.).

Same as A8.

Same as A9.

First man and third woman meet and fall back

to places (r.s.).

First man and third woman change places (r.s.).

First woman and third man the same.

Second man and second woman the same.

Men take hands and move forward a double;

while the women do the same (r.s.).

First and third men and first and third women

fall back a double to places (r.s)..

First man turna third man, and first woman

turns third woman; while second man

turns his partner.

First man sides with third man, and first

woman with third woman; while second

man sides with his partner (r.s.).
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THE OLD UOhE— continued.

Music. Movements.

Each man turns his partner.

Men the whole-hey (Fig. 23, p. 26), on their

own side (sk.s.).

Women the whole-hey on their own side (sk.s.).

Circular-hey (Fig. 20, p. 21), first man and

first woman passing by the right (sk.s.).

That again.

First man casts off to the lower end, followed

by second and third men ; while the women

I

do the same (sk.s.).

5—8 i
First man casts off to the top, followed by second

I

and third men ; while the women do the

same (sk.s.).

A22 1—8 Same as in A21.

5-8

A17 1—8

A18 1-8

A19 1—8

A20 1-8

A21 1—4
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SHEPHERD'S HOLIDAY.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m n] m
Q) d) (B

Music.

Al 1—4

5—6
A2 1—4

5-6
Bl 1-2

3—4

B2 1-2

3-4

5—8

Movements.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double

to places (r.s.).

Partners change places (r.s.).

All lead down a double and fall back a double

to places (r.s.)

As in Al.

First man and first woman slip in front of

second man and second woman respectively.

Third man and third woman slip behind

second man and second woman respectively.

First man, followed by second and third men,

casts off to his left, and moves round in a

circle to his place ; while first woman,

followed by second and third women, casts

off to her right and does the same (sk.s.).

Third man and third woman slip in front of

second man and second woman respectively.

First man and first woman slip behind second

man and second woman respectively.

Third man, followed by second and first men,

casts off to his right and moves round in a

circle to his place ; while third woman,

followed by second and first women, casts

off to her left and does the same (sk.s.).
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SHEPHERD'S HOUDkY—continued.

Music.

Al 1—4
5—6

A2 1—6
Bl 1—4

5—8
B2 1—4

5—8

Al 1-4
5—6

A2 1—4
5-6

Bl 1-2

3—4

5—8

B2 1—2

3—4

5-8

Movements.

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

Partners change places (r.s.)

All that again to places.

The men take hands, fall back a double, and

move forward a double to places ; while

the women do the same (r.s.).

Men hands-threee ; while women do the same.

Same as in Bl.

Men hands- three, facing outward ; while

women do the same.

TmRD Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners change places (r.s.).

Partners arm with the left.

Partners change places (r.s.).

First man changes places with second woman
(r.s.).

Second man changes places with first woman
(r.s.).

Third man and third woman cross over and

cast up to first woman's and first man's

places (sk.s.).

Third woman changes places with second man
(r.s.).

Second woman changes places with third man
(r.s.).

First woman and first man cross over and cast

up to places (sk.s.).



NOTATION. 71

UPON A SUMMERS DAY.

Longways for six ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650),

III [U [U

© ® ®
Music. Movements.

Al 1—4

5—8

A2 1—8

Bl 1—4

B2

B3

1—4

5—8

1—4

5—8

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

Men take hands, move forward a double and

fall back a double to places ; while women

take hands and do the same (r.s.).

Second and third men keep hands joined and

make an arch; while second and third

women do the same. First man casts off,

passes under the arms of second and third

men and moves to the lowest place ; while

first woman does the same on her own

side (sk.s.).

As in Bl.

As in Bl, second couple moving down to lowest

place.

As in Bl.

As in Bl, to places.
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UPON A SUMMER'S BAY-contuvwd.

Muf

Al 1-4
5—8

A2 1-8

B1,B2&B3

Al 1—4

6—8

A2 1—4

5—8

B1,B2&B3

Movements.

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

As in First Part.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners set and turn single.

Partners arm with the left.

Partners set and turn single.

As in First Part.
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BROOM, THE BONNY, BONNY BROOM.

Longways for eight; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m [H HI S
® © (D

Music

Al 1--4

5--8

A2 1--4

5--8

A3 1--4

5--8

A4 1--4

5--8

MOVEMEKTS.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

First man, followed by second man, casts off and

returns to his place ; while first woman,

followed by second woman, fourth man

followed by third man, and fourth woman

followed by third woman, do the same (r.s.).

All lead down a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

As in Al.

Second man and second woman fall back

;

whilst first and third couples move forward

a double, meet, and fall back a double (r.s.).

First and third couples hands-four.

Third man and third woman fall back ;
while

second and fourth couples move forward a

double, meet, and fall back a double (r.s.).

Second and fourth couples hands-four.



THE COUNTBY DANCE BOOK.

BROOM, THE BONNY, BONNY BROOM—continued.

Music.

Al 1—4
5-8

A2 1—8
A3 1—2

Movements.

5—8
A4 1—4

5-8

Al 1—4
5—8

A2 1—4
5~S

A3 1—4 i

5-8
,

A4 1-8
1

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

First and second men take both hands and

change places ; while first and second

women do the same.

Third and fourth men take both hands and

change places : while third and fourth

women do the same.

Partners set and turn single.

As in A3 to places.

Partners set and tm-n sino^le.

Thikd Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners set and turn single.

Partners arm with the left.

Partners set and turn single.

The two middle men lead to the left wall,

change hands and lead back again ; while

the two middle women do the same to the

right wall. Simultaneously, first man and

first woman lead up, change hands and lead

back again : while fourth man and fourth

woman lead down, change hand? and lead

back again (r.s.).

Hands-eight, half-way round.

Same movement as in A3 to places.
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LADY SPELLOR.

Longways for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m s m
© © (D ®

Music. Movements.

First Part.

Al 1—4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—8 All that again.

A3 1— tt Men face left wall and all move forward two
doubles (r.s.).

5—8 Men face their partners. Partners set and
turn single.

A4 1—4 Partners fall back two steps and change
places (r.s.).

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A5 1—8 First man and first woman, followed by second,

third and fourth couples, lead down the

middle to the bottom, turn to their left, and
lead up to places (sk.s.).

Second Part.

Al 1—4 Partners side (r.s.).

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—8 All that again.

A3, A4,&
A5

As in First Part.

Third Part.

Al 1-4 Partners arm with the right.

o—

8

Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—4 Partners arm with the left.

5-8 Partners set and turn single.

A3, A4.&
A5

As in First Part.
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LORD OF CARNARVOX'S JIG.

Longways for eight; in four parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m 2 3 s
<D (z) Q) ®

Ml'sic.

Al l—\

Bl

A2

B2 1—4

5—8

MOVEMEXTS,

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

j)laces (r.s.).

That again.

Each couple whole-gip, facing outward (Fig.

17, p. 19) (r.s.).

That again, counter-clockwise.

First man and first woman cross over, pass

behind second woman and second man,

respectively, and fall into the second place, the

second couple moving up one place (sk.s.)

First man and first woman cross over, pass

behind third man and third woman, respec-

tively, and fall into the third place, the third

couple moving up one place (sk.s.).

First man and first woman lead down between

fourth man and fourth woman and cast ofif

to the top, the man to his right, followed

by fourth, third and second men, the woman
to her left, followed by fourth, third and

second women (sk.s.).

Partners arm with the right.



NOTATION.

LOED OF CARNARVON'S 31G—continued.

Music Movements.

1
Second Pai:t.

Al 1--4 All lead down a double and fall back a double

to places (r.s.).

5--8 That again.

Bl 1--8 As in Bl, First Part.

A2 1--4 Second man and second woman cross over, pass

behind third woman and third man, respec-

tively, and fall into the third place, the

third couple moving down one place (sk.s).

6--8 Second man and second woman cross over, pass

behind fourth man and fourth woman,

respectively, and fall into the second place,

the fourth couple moving down one place

(sk.s.).

B2 1--4 Second man and second woman lead up between

first man and first woman, and cast off to

the bottom, the man to his left, followed by

first, fourth and third men, the woman to

her right, followed by first, fourth and third

women (sk.s.).

5--8 Partners arm with the left.

Thied Part.

Al 1--8 As in First Part.

Bl 1--8 As in First Part.

A2 1--8 As in First Part, the third man and the third

woman crossing over, successively, into the

second and -third place.



THE COUNTRY DANCE BOOK.

LOKD OF CAKNARVON'S ZK^—continued.

Music. Movements.

Third Part—contd.

B2 1--4 As in First Part, the third man and the third

-woman leading to the bottom and casting

off to the top, the man followed by second,

first and fourth men, the woman followed

by second, first and fourth women.

5--8 Partners arm with the right.

Fourth Part.

Al 1--8 As in Second Part.

Bi 1--8 As in First Part.

A2 1--8 As in Second Part, the fourth man and fourth

woman crossing over, successively, into the

third and second place.

B2 1--4 As in Second Part, the fourth man and fourth

woman leading up to the top and casting

ofi' to the bottom, the man followed by

third, second and first men, the woman by

third, second and first women.
5--8 Partners arm with the left.



NOTATION. 79

LULL ME BEYOND THEE.
Longways for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m H] S
© (D

Movements.

First Part.

All move forward a double, meet, and fall

back a double to places (r.s.).

That again.

First man and second woman lead out to the

left wall, and second man and first woman
to right wall ; while third and fourth couples

move down and up, respectively, and meet

(r.s.).

First and third couples, four abreast, take

hands, and fall back a double toward the

Presence ; while second and fourth couples,

facing the Presence, take hands and fall

back a double (r.s.).

All move forward, and each man turns the

woman opposite to him.

Third couple leads up a double, and fourth

couple leads down a double; while first

man and second woman and second man
and first woman move forward a double

and meet (r.s.).

First and third men, second and fourth women,

four abreast, take hands and fall back a

double toward left wall; while the other

four take hands and fall back a double

toward right wall (r.s.).

All move forward and each man turns his partner.

Country Dance Book. Part III.
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LULL ME BEYOND TB.'F.^-continucd.

Mcsic.

A 1-4
5—8

Bl 1—4

Movements.

B2 1-4

5—8

A 1-4

5—8

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

Third and fourth men side with their partners

;

while first man sides with second woman,

and second man with first woman (r.s.).

First and third men, and second and fourth

women take hands, move forward a

double to left wall, and fall back a double

to places ; while the other four do the same

to the right wall (r.s.).

First and third men, and second and fourth

women, hands-four to places ; while the

other four do the same.

First and third couples, four abreast (first man
on the left, first Avoman on the right), lead

up a double and fall back a double ; while

second and fourth couples lead down a

double and fall back a double (r.s.).

First and third couples hands-four to places

;

while second and fourth couples do the same.

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right (r.s.).

Third and fourth men arm their partners

with the left; while first man arms with

second woman, and second man with first

woman in like manner.



NOTATION. 81

LULL ME BEYOND TREE^continued,

Music. Movements.

Bl 1-2

8—4

B2

5—8
1—2

Third Part - contd.

First man and second woman lead out a double

to left wall, and second man and first

woman to right wall ; while third and
fourth couples move forward and meet

(r.s.). Third man and fourth woman then

take hands and face left wall ; while fourth

man and third woman take hands and face

right wall.

First man and second woman, and second man
and first woman, lead back to places, holding

up their hands. Simultaneously, third

man and fourth woman lead out to left

wall, pass under the arch made by first

man and second w^oman, separate and return

to their places ; while fourth man and third

woman, passing under the arch made by

second man and first woman, do the same

(r.s.).

Each man turns his partner.

Third couple leads up a double, and fourth

couple down a double ; while first man and

second woman, second man and first woman,

move forward and meet (r.s.). First man
and first woman take hands and face up

;

while second man and second woman take

hands and face down.
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LULL ME BEYOND TlIEE—conti7iued.

Music.

8—4

Movements.

Third Part—contd.

Third and fourth couples lead back to places,

holding up their hands. Simultaneously,

first man and first woman lead up, pass

under the arch made by third man and

third woman, separate, and return to their

places ; while second man and second woman,

passing under the arch made by fourth man
and fourth woman, lead down and do the

same (r.s.).

Each man turns his partner.



NOTATION. 83

THE MERRY, MERRY MILKMAIDS.

Longways for eight ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1660).

m H] S
© ® (D ©

Music. Movements.

First Part.

Al 1--4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5--8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1--8 All that again.

Bl 1--2 First man and first woman meet ; while third

man and third woman do the same (r.s.).

8--4 First and second couples change places, first

couple slipping down between second man
and second woman ; while third and fourth

couples change places in like manner.

6--8 All fall back a double and move forward a

double to places (r.s.).

9- 12 First and second couples right-hands-across ;

while third and fourth couples do the same.

B2 1--2 Second man and second woman meet ; while

fourth man and fourth woman do the same

(r.s.).

8--4 First and second couples change places, second

couple slipping down between first man
and first woman ; while third and fourth

couples change places in like manner.

6— 12 Same as in Bl.
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THE MERRY, MERRY MILKMAIDS- co»^i;z?^c^/.

Music. Movements.

Second Part.

Al 1-1 Partners side (r.s.).

5-8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—8 All that again.

Bl 1—4 First man, followed by second, third and fourth

men, turns out to his left, and casts down
to the lower end (sk.s.).

5—8 First woman, followed by second, third and

fourth women, turns out to her right, and

casts down to lower end (sk.s.).

9-12 Partners set and turn single.

B2 1—4 First man turns out to his right and, followed

by the rest of the men, casts up to the top

(sk.s.).

5—8 First woman turns out to her left and, followed

by the rest of the women, casts up to the

top (sk.s.).

9-12 Partners set and turn single.

Third Part.

Al 1—4 Partners arm with the right.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

A2 1—4 Partners arm with the left.

5—8 Partners set and turn single.

Bl 1—4 Men fall back a double and move forward a

double to places (r.s.).

5—12 Men the Whole-hey (Fig. 22, p. 24), first

and second men facing each other, third

and fourth men the same (sk.s.).

B2 1-12 Women do the same as the men.
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THE PHCENIX.

Longways for eight (4th Ed. 1670).

CD [u HI a
© ® (D ©

Music,

Al 1—4

Bl 1—4

A2 1—4

B2 1-4

Movements.

5—8
A3 1—8
B3 1—8

A4 1—4

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (U.S.).

That again.

Partners set and turn single.

That again.

First man crosses over and, followed by the

other men, casts down outside the women

and stands behind the fourth woman (sk.s.)

.

Women turn and face the men.

Each man takes the woman in front of him

by both hands, puts her back a double and

pulls her forward a double to her place

(r.s.).

All fall back two steps ; each man changes

places with the woman opposite him (r.s.).

All that again.

Women do as the men did in A2,

Same as in B2.

Fourth man and fourth woman cross over,

and, followed by the third couple (not cross-

ing), second couple (crossing), and first

couple (not crossing), move down the middle

to bottom place (sk.s.). All tkke hands in

a ring.
i
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THE VR(EmX—contin7ied.

Music.

5--8

B4 1--4

5--8

A5 1--i

5--8

B5 1--4

Movements.

5—8
A6 1-4

5-8

B6 1—8

A7 1-8

B7 1—4
6—8

A8 1-4

6—8

B8 1~4
5—8

Hands-eight, once round.

Partners set and turn single.

That again.

Each man turns the woman on his right.

Men hands-four.

First and fourth women move forward a double,

meet, and fall back a double to places,

turning single as they do so ; while second

and third women do the same (r.s.).

Men do the same.

Each man turns his partner.

Women hands-four.

Same as in B5, the men doing it first.

Each file the Whole-hey (Fig. 22, p. 24), first

man facing second woman, third man
fourth woman, second man first woman, and

fourth man third woman (sk.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

That again.

Fourth man and fourth woman cross over, and,

followed by third couple (not crossing),

second couple (crossing), and first couple

(not crossing), move up the middle to the

top place (sk.s.).

Fourth man turns out to his left and, followed

by the other men, casts down to his original

place; while fourth woman turns out to

her right and, followed by the other women,

does the same (sk.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

That asrain.



NOTATION. 87

SPRING GARDEN.

Longways for eight ; in three parts (3rd Ed. 1665).

m s m
© ® (D ©

Music Movements.

First Part.

A 1--4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5--8 That again.

Bl Barl All fall back two steps.

2--4 The two upper couples hands-folir half-way

round ; while the two lower couples do the

same.

5--6 The two files fall back two steps and move

forward two steps.

7--8 Partners at the top and bottom change places.

Simultaneously, the two middle men change

places ; while the two middle women do the

same (r.s.).

B2, B3, & Same as in Bl. All are now in their original

B4 places.

Second Part.

A 1--2 First and second men move backward, each

into the other's place; while third and

fourth men, first and second women, and

third and fourth women do the same (r.s.).

3--4 Partners change places (r.s.).

5--8 All that again to places.
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SPRING GARDEN—coi^mwe^.

Music. Movements.

Second Part— contd.

Bl 1—4 First man, followed by second man, casts off

and moves down into the second place,

second man falling on the outside of first

man, and both facing down ; while fourth

man, followed by third man, casts off and

moves up into the third place, third man
falling on the outside, and both facing up

(r.s.). Simultaneously, first and fourth

women, followed by second and third

women, respectively, cast oft* and do likewise.

5—8 Second and third men, iirst and fourth men,

first and fourth women, and second and

third women set and change places (r.s.).

B2 1—4 The two files face. Third man turns out to

his right and casts oft' into the fourth man's

place, the fourth man following him and

falling immediately above him on his left

;

while third woman turns out to her left

and casts off into the fourth woman's place,

the fourth woman following her and falling

immediately above her on her right.

Simultaneously, second man and second

woman, followed by first man and first

woman, respectively, cast oft' and do

likewise (r.s.).

5—8 Partners set and change places (r.s.).

B3 1— 4 Same movement as in Bl, the fourth man and

fourth woman casting off and moving down

into the second place, the first man and

first woman casting off and moving up into

the third place.



NOTATIOX.

SPRING GABDI!^^—continued.

Music.

5-8
1—4

1—2

3—4
5—6

7—8
1—2

3—4

1—8

1—8
1—8

Movements.

Second Part—co)Ud.

Same as in Bl.

Same movement as in B2. Couples are now

in their proper order, the men on the

women's side, and the women on the men's.

Partners set and change places (r.s.).

Thied Part.

All face left wall and move forward a double

(V.S.).

Partners face and change places (r.s.).

All fsLce right wall and move forward a double

(r.s.)

Partners face and change places (r.s.).

All fall back two steps and move forward two

steps to places (r.s.).

First and fourth couples face each other and

move forward a double ; while second couple

slips up into the first place, and third couple

slips down into the bottom place.

Partners at the top and bottom arm with the

right; while the two middle men and the

two middle women do likewise.

Same movement as in Bl, the second and third

couples meeting in the middle, and all

arming with the left. All are now in their

original places.

Same as in Bl.

Same as in B2.
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BOBBING JOE.

Longways for as many as will ; in six parts (1st Ed. 1650).

d] [2] [3] dl

© (D

Music.

A

B

1—4

B 1—4
5—8

1—2

3—4

0—

a

Bar 1

Bar 2

3—4
Bar 5

Bar G

7—8

Movements.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

That again.

Partners set and turn single.

That again.

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and first woman sHp down between

second man and second woman, the second

couple slipping up into the first place.

Second man and second woman slip down
between first man and first woman, the

first couple slipping up into the first place.

First and second couples hands-four.

First man snaps his fingers at second man on

the second beat of the bar.

Second man snaps his fingers at first man oru

the second beat of the bar.

First and second men change places (r.s.).

First woman snaps her fingers at second

woman on the second beat of the bar.

Second woman snaps her fingers at first

woman on the second beat of the bar.

First and second women change places (r.s.)

(progressive).



NOTATION. 91

BOBBING JOE—continued.

Music. Movements.

Third Part.

A 1—4 Partners side (r.s.).

6—8 That again.

B 1—4 Partners set and turn single.

5—8 That again.

Fourth Part.

(Duple minor- set.)

A 1—4 First and second men take hands, fall back a

double, and move forward a double to

places ; while first and second women do

the same (r.s.).

5-8 First man turns outward to his left and,

followed by second man, casts off and

returns to his place ; while first woman
turns outward to her right and, followed

by second woman, does the same (r.s.).

B Bar 1 First and second men snap their fingers at

their partners on the second beat of the

bar.

Bar 2 First and second women do the same.

8—4 Partners cross and change places (r.s.).

5—8 First and second couples hands- four, half-way

round (progressive).

Fifth Part.

A 1—4 Partners arm with the right.

5—8 Partners arm with the left.

B 1—4 Partners set and turn single.

6—8 That again.
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BOBBING iO^- continued.

Music. 3I0VEMEXTS.

1—4

5—8
Bar 1

Bar 2

8—4

Bars

Bar 6

7—8

Sixth Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First and second men fall back a double, and

move forward a double to places (r.s.).

First and second women do the same.

First man snaps his fingers at second man on

the S3Cond b3at of the bar ; while first

woman does the same at second woman.

Second man snaps his fingers at first man on

the second beat of the bar; while second

woman does the same at first woman.
First and second men change places ; while

first and second women do the same (r.s.).

First man snaps his fingers at first woman on

the second beat of the bar; while second

man does the same at second woman.
First woman snaps her fingers at first man on

the second beat of the bar ; w^hile second

woman does the same at second man.

Partners change places (r.s.) (progressive ;

hnproper).'''

• In the succeeding rounds those on the men's side do as the first

two men did in the first round, and those on the women's side as the

first two women did.



NOTAT10X. 93

CATCHING OF FLEAS.

Longwaj'S for as many as will; in three parts (4th Ed. 1670).

m E m m
© ® ®

Music. Mo\'EMENTS.

First Part.

A 1—4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5-8 That again.

B (repeated (Duple minor-set.)

ad lib.)

1-4 First man and first woman fall back two steps,

move forward, take right hands and change

places (r.s.).

5—8 First man and first woman slip down into

second place, cross over and change places

(r.s.) : while second couple moves up into

first place (progressive).
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CATCHING OF FLEXS—contiMued.

Music,

A 1-4
5—8

B (repeated

ad lib.)

1—2

3-4

5-8

A 1-4
5—8

B (repeated

ad lib.)

1—4

5—8

MOVEJIEXTS.

Second Part.

Partners side (r.s.).

That again.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man crosses over into second woman's

place, and first woman into second man's

place (sk.s.) ; while second couple moves

up into first place.

First man and first woman change places

(progressive).

Second man turns out to his left and, followed

by first man, casts ofi' and returns to the

same place ; while second woman turns out

to her right and, followed by first woman,

does the same (sk.s.).

Third Part.

Partners arm with the right.

Partners arm with the left.

(Duple minor- set.)

First man and first woman cast off into second

place and return up the middle to places

(sk.s.).

First man and first woman take hands, slip

down into second place, release hands, and

turn single ; while second couple moves up

into first place (progressive).



NOTATION. 95

THE FRIAR A^sB THE NUN.

Longways for as many as will ; in three parts (1st. Ed. 1650).

m [H [3]

© ® (D ®
Music. Movements.

FiEST Part.

A 1—4 Men move up a double (r.s.), and turn single.

6—8 Women do the same.

9—12 Women fall back a double to places (r.s.), and

turn single.

13—IG Men do the same. -

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1-4 First and second men fall ba^k a double (r.s.),

and turn single.

5—8 First and second women do the same.

9—12 Partners change places (r.s.).

13—14 First and second men change places; while

first and second women do the same (r.s.).

15-lfi Partners change places (r.s.) (progressive).

Country Dauce Book. Part III.
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THE FRIAR AND THE '^\5'^- continued.

Music. MOVFMKNTS.

Third Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1-4 First and second men turn each other once-and-

a-half round, change places, and face each

other ; while first and second women do the

same.

6—6 All slip inwards, first man and second woman
to their right, second man and first woman
to their left.

7—8 All four turn single.

9—10 First and second couples hands-four, half-way

round.

11—12 All four turn single.

13—14 First and second couples right-hands-across,

half-way round (progressive).

15—16 All four turn single.



NOTATION. 97

THE IRISH LADY, OR ANISEED WATER ROBIN.

Longways, for as many as will ; in four parts (1st Ed. 1650).

m B
® (D ®

Music. Movements.

First Part.

A 1--4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

6--8 That again.

B 1--4 Partners set and turn single.

5--8 That again.

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1--4 First man and second woman Whole-gip,

(Fig. 16, p. 18) once-and-a-half round, facing

centre, falling into each other's places.

5--8 First woman and second man do the same.

B 1-_o First man and second woman change places

(r.s.).

8--4 Second man and first woman do the same.
5--8 First couple casts oflP into the second place.

second couple moving up (sk.s.) (progressive)
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THE IRISH LADY, OR ANISEED WATER ROBIN
continued.

Music. I

1 -8

1-4

1—2

3—

G

a-4

Movements.

Third Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man crosses over below second woman,
tm-ns round her to his left, crosses again

above second man, passes round him, and
returns to his place. Simultaneously^

first woman crosses over above second man
(passing first man by the left), turns to her

left, passes round second man, crosses over

above second woman, turns to her right,

round second woman, and returns up the

middle to her place (sk.s.)

First and second couples right-hands-across

(sk.s.).

As in Second Part (progressive).

Fourth Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and second man take right hands
and change places ; while first and second
women take left hands and do the same (r.s.).

First man moves up on the outside of second

man ; while first woman moves up on the

outside of second woman. All take hands
and, four abreast, lead up a double and fall

back a double (r.s.).

First man, followed by second man, casts off to

his left, and returns up the middle to his

place while first woman, followed by
second woman, casts off to her right and
does the same (sk.s.).

Partners change places (r.s.).

First man changes places -with second woman
(r.s.).

Second man changes places with first woman
(progressive).

All turn single.
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IRISH TROT.

Longways for as many as will ; in three parts (1st Ed. 1650).

Ill m [H S

Music.

Al 1--4

5--8

A2 1--4

5--8

Al Bar 1

Bar 2

8--4
5--8

A2 1--2

3—4

5--8

Movements.

First Part.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All lead down a double and fall back a double
to places (r.s.).

As in Al.

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

First man and first woman take right hands,
then left hands.

First man and first woman hold their hands
crossed and change places, slipping round
clockwise.

Both fall back four small steps (r.s.).

First man and first woman meet, and arm with
the right.

First man and second woman change places in

like manner ; while first woman and second
man do the same (progressive ; improper).

First man and second woman take hands and
fall back four small steps ; while first

woman and second man do the same (r.s.).

Partners arm with the right.

If partners on reachintj the bottom of the

dance are on their irroiuf sides, they must change
over while they are neutral.

^^t1
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Ml.HM

IRTSTT TWO'V -nndhn,r,L

MoVKMKNIK.

I iiiKi) I \i;r.

Al 1-4 All Iciul ii|) ji, (loiil)h' jii.d fall l.iifk :i, doiibh- Lo

' pliu'cs (r.s.j.

5 — 8 I' ii'st iiuui, followed hy tiic oilier iii(!ii, liiciis out

to liis left, juid (tjists down Lo ili(; Itottoiii;

wliil(! iirsL woman, followcid hy tlio otli(;r

woiiKiii, turns out to iici" rij^ht and docs

Jil\(!wis(! (sl\.s.).

A2 1— 8 I'^iPHt niJin and first woman talu; l(d't iiands, tnni

out to tli(!ir l(!ft }i,nd, followed l)y tlu; other

(•oii{)les, ("i.st 11)) to tli(! top, turn a^-'jiin to

tli((ir left, iiiid ictiirn down tlu; middle to

I tlu! hottoiu pl;i,C(! (sk.s.).

A3 1-1 I y\ll leiul down ii, donl)l(^ Jiiid fiill l.iiek ;i, doidjlo

to places (I'.s.).

5—8 I'^irst nijui, follow(!d by tlu'. oLiiei* ni(;n, turns

out to liis I'iglit, }ind eiists up to the top;

while first woman, followed hy tlu! other

wom(!n, turns out to her hift and does

lil<(!wis(! (sk.s.).

A4 1-8 |<^irst nui,n and lirst wonuin iid(e i-i<j:ht Iiands,

tui-n out to th(!ii' i-i^^iit and, followed l)y tlic

other couples, cast down to the; hottom, turn

}i|(ain to tlu'ir ri^dit, and I'eturn up tho

middl(! to i)l;ices (sk.s.).

i

Pldi/I'onl <i{rrs iDuttlwr I'dif, nldch has bfcn

oniiftiil ill flif ft'.rt.
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THE NEW FIGAKY.
Lonf.^ways for as many as will (4th Ed. 1670).

{n [u m m
© ® (3) ©

MUHIC.

1-4

5—8
1-4

5-8
Bar 1

Bar 2
3-4
Bar 5

Bare
7-8

M0VEME!»T8.

(Duple minor-set.)

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

That aj^'ain.

First man honours socond woman and turns

her.

Second man does the same to first woman.
First man and second woman back -to -back

(Fi-. 15, p. 17
)

(r.s.).

Second man and first woman the same.
First and second men clap hands on the first

beat of the bar, and strike their right hands
together on the middle beat ; while first

and second women do the same.

Same again, striking left hands together.

All four turn single.

J^'irst man and first woman clap hands on the

first beat of the Ijar, and strike their right

hands together on the middle beat ; while

second man and second woman do the

same.

That again, striking left hands together.

First man and first woman cast off into the

second place ; while second couple moves
up into the first place (progressive).

At the hrfjinnitKj of the aecond and Hiiccecdlnij rotinds all the

coupUs lead ////. as at the first ; or, if /ireferrefJ, this tnovement

may, from the heginniiuf of the dance , be ron/ined to those couples

onbj y/io are actirehj erKjufjed in the progressive movdment.
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EOW WELL, YE MARINERS.
Longways for as many as will; in two parts (1st Ed. 1650).

ED m s
© (D Q)

Music. Movements.

First Part.

1—4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5—8
I

That again.

Bar 1 First man faces up and moves two slips to his

left.

Bar 2 First woman faces up and moves two slips to

her right.

Bar 3 First man slips back to his place.

Bar 4 First woman slips back to her place.

1—4 First man and first woman face each other,

fall back a double, and move forward a

double to places (r.s.).

Bar 1 First man and first woman clap hands on the

first beat of the bar, and strike their right

hands together on the middle beat.

Bar 2 Same again, striking left hands together.

Bar 8
\

First man claps hands on the first beat of the

I

bar, and strikes his chest with both hands

I

on the middle beat ; while the first woman
does the same.

Bar 4 First man and first woman strike both their

hands together (right on left and left on

right) on the first beat of the bar.

5 —8 All that again, striking left hands first.
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ROW WELL YE Ukm^EE^—continued.

Music. Movements.

Second Part.

(Duple minor-set.)

A 1—4 First and second men side ; while first and

second women do the same (r.s.).

5-8 First and second men side and change places

;

while first and second women do the same

(progressive).

B 1—4 As in First Part, first and second men doing as

the first man did, first and second women
as the first woman did.

G 1-4 All four fall back a double and move forward

a double to places (r.s.).

D 1-8 Both couples do as first man and first woman
did in First Part.

It will prohahly he found more effective to omit

the First Part altogether.
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SWEET KATE.

Long-ways for as many as will; in three parts (4th Ed. 1670).

m d E
© ® (D

Mufiic. MOVEMEKTS.

First Part.

A 1—4 All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

5—8 That again.

Bl l^ar 1 On the first beat of the bar all spring on to left

feet ; on the middle beat, partners strike

right feet together, swinging them sideways

from right to left.

Bar 2 That again, springing on to right feet, and

striking left feet together.

Bar 3 On the first beat of the bar all clap hands ; on

the middle beat partners strike right hands

together.

Bar 4 That again, partners striking left hands

together.

Bar 5 During the first half of the bar all turn their

hands as though they were winding wool

;

on the middle beat each one holds up one
finger of the right hand.

Bar G That again, holding up left hands.
7-8 All turn single.

B2 1—8 Same as in Bl.
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SWEET KXTE—cnntinneiL

Music. Movements.

Second Part.

A 1-4 Partners side (r.s.).

5—

S

That again.

Bl .^ B2 Same as in First Part.

Third Part.

A 1-4 Partners arm with the right.

o—8
j

Partners arm with the left,

Bl & B2
I Same as in First Part.
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m

TOUCH AND TAKE.

Longways for as many as will (2nd Ed. 1652).

m E
© © ® ©

Music

Al 1--4

5—-8

A2 1--8

A3 1--2

3--4

5--8

A4 1--4

5—8

Movements.

All lead up a double and fall back a double to

places (r.s.).

Partners set and turn single.

All that again.

(Duple Minor- Set.)

First man and first woman cross over and stand,

the man behind the second woman, and the

woman behind the second man (r.s.).

First man, placing his hands on the shoulders

of second woman, turns her half-way round,

so that she faces him ; while first woman

does the same to second man.

All four set and turn single, moving up into

the first place.

First man and second woman lead down a

double and fall back a double ; while first

woman and second man do the same (r.s.).

All four set and turn single, staying in the

first place.
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TOUCH AND TAKE—continued.

Music.

1—2

3—8
1—8

Movements.

First man turns second woman half-way round

to her original position, and passes on to

the third woman ; while first woman does

the same to second man, and passes on

to the third man (progressive).

Same as in A3.

Same as in A4.

The rest of the dance is done in the usual way,

except that partners, upon reacJiintj the

bottom of the Set, chamfe places wJiile they

arc neutral. Partners, ujion reaching the

top of the Set, remain neutral for one round

(16 bars), and then cross over as first man

and first woman did in AQ.

All, tJierefore, will go down the dance on the

wrong side, and come up on tJie proper side. \j

\o :>:>^ '^5 ^
























